An objective quality assessment method for bit-reduction coding of wideband speech.
This paper proposes a new objective quality assessment method for bit-reduction coding of wideband speech taking into account the masking effect of quantizing noise. First, this paper analyzes the reliability and sensitivity of the speech quality assessment method, based on a paired-comparison test with a modulated noise reference signal, for the bit-reduction coding of high-quality wideband speech. Then, the perception of quantizing noise is studied using speech with noise synthesized similar to the quantizing noise. The detection of quantizing noise is found to be influenced by masking by the source signal. This leads to a new method of objectively estimating the quality of coding speech by multiple regression analysis. The factors for the estimation are segmental signal-to-noise ratio, spectrum envelope distance between source signal and quantizing noise, and the similarity of the noise power envelope to the source signal in the time domain. This estimation method is applied to the parameter optimization of wideband coding systems.